
Sandbox Petri’s thm ’n shit 2022

The purpose of this document is three fold: to understand Petri’s theorem for the canonical
ring of a log stacky curve, to re-derive Petri for the case of a non-exceptional genus 5 curve cut out
by 3 quadrics in P4 and to state and possibly contains notes on open problems in this area as well
as connections to my ongoing projects.

1 Petri, Green, Noether, VZB

All of the work done after this is inspired by [8] in an effort to solve a problem posed by [3]. So
what is VZB’s paper about?

1.1 VZB

Given a compact, connected, complex 1-orbifold curve X, what is the canonical/homogeneous co-
ordinate ring R “

à

dě0

H0pX,Ωbdq of X; in particular what are its generators and what are the

relations amongst them?

Notes:

1. VZB is so long since they rederive the scheme-theoretic case

2. Stacks are cool since divisors on stacky curves have fractional parts which do not contribute
sections and their canonical rings have stairecase-like structure

3. stacky canonical rings tend to have Veronese-like relations

1.2 Petri, Green and Noether

Theorem 1.1. (Petri)
Let X “ ΓzH˚ be a compact Riemann surface of genus g ě 2. If X is not hyperelliptic, trigonal
nor a plane curve of degree 5 and genus 6 then

R “
à

dě0

H0pX,ωbdX q “ Crx1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xgs{I

is generated in degree 1 and the canonical idea I is generated in degree 2.

to-do:

1. coholomogical Petri

2. state Green and Noether

3. Koszul complex

4. Minimal free resolutions, filtrations??



2 Genus 5 curves are the intersection of 3 quadrics in P4

to-do

1. write the framework of the ongoing argument

2. apply corrections and fill in details

3. write solution

4. specific goals are to write maps in the Koszul cohomology, verify the complex structure
(B2 “ 0) and equivalence between Green’s use of Noether’s theorem and Taylor’s version of
Noether, state a precise rank for quadrics, define every version of Koszul cohomology and
state equivalences between them and their relationship to Petri, and obviously to show genus
5 curves are the intersection of 3 quadrics in P4 using Petri.

3 Open problems and connections

The impetus for this research is the following problem posed by Gekeler in [3]:

Write elementary (by means of Drinfeld modules) and explicit generators and relations for the
algebra of Drinfeld modular forms for subgroups of GL2pFqrT sq.

VZB derive formulas for the canonical ring of a stacky curve in [8] and state an equivalence of
categories between

talgebraic stacky curvesu „ tanalytic orbifolds over Cu.

Both features are of interest in this context since the Drinfeld modular curve does not come equipped
with a natural scheme structure despite being a locally ringed space, but also because VZB gen-
eralizes Petri’s theorem about generator and relations so generalizations of their work, and the
techinques they employ will both be of interest. For example, several open results are the proofs
of the following:

Claim 3.1. The embedding of a curve KX with 4-points is uniformly cut out by quadrics.

Claim 3.2. There should be an analog to the previous for surfaces. Even doing this for K3 surfaces
is a worthy project.
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